SOLUTION BRIEF

it.RF Transactions

Improve Warehouse Communication and Processing Efficiency
Inventory management and production operations
require speed, reliability and accuracy in processing
the movement of individual goods. To ensure work
is performed efficiently, at a lower cost, businesses
need a simple and easy way to control individual
processes using radio frequency (RF) transactions.
The it.RF Transactions solution supplements SAP
Inventory Management to improve warehouse
processing efficiency with pre-built RF
transactions.

Features and Functions

Solution Overview

 Pick for delivery for picking goods with
reference to outbound delivery

Fast, Error-Free Data Communication: Mobilizes
data communications through RF devices.

 Internal warehouse processes for material
movement, physical inventory count and confirm
production order

Improved Warehouse Management: Simplifies
inventory and picking processes.
Quick, Accurate Warehouse Communication: Realtime posting via RF transactions improves
inventory accuracy.

The it.RF Transactions solution provides support
for the following:
 Goods receipt for purchase orders, production
orders, delivery items and purchase
order/production order reversals
 Goods issue and reversal to production order
 Goods issue to cost center and scrap

 Material inquiry to view stocks of the materials
in the plan and storage location
 Batch Management and Serialization

Requirements

Your Benefits

 Minimum of Release SAP S/4HANA 1610

Inventory Management and Production
Operations: Provides inventory management and
production operations transactions beyond the
standard SAP transactions.

 SAP Inventory Management is active

No Middleware Required: Since it.RF Transactions
does not require any middleware, it reduces the
effort required to get up and running quickly, saving
you time and money.

 Minimum Release SAP ECC 6.0 EhP7
 SAP ITS Mobile is active
 Does not include SAP Warehouse Management
(WM) or Extended Warehouse Management
(EWM functionality
 Requires a software maintenance contract,
which includes Help Desk support and product
updates

Seamless Integration with SAP: It’s relatively easy
to implement additional processes or change
existing functions, since the entire business logic
lies within the SAP R/3 ABAP workbench.
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